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Driven by Aqualisa’s intelligent digital technology. 

Inspired by your natural desire for the ultimate in 

showering and bathing luxury. This is ilux Digital. 

A shower and bathing system so intelligent,  

so intuitive that it seems to read your mind. It allows 

you to pre-set your personal preferences, 

remembering them precisely and synchronising 

with your life perfectly, reflecting your personal 

style in every sleekly designed detail.

With its contemporary looks and stylish lighting 

display, ilux allows you to choose the exact 

showering or bathing experience you desire. From 

the flow and temperature of your shower to the 

depth and temperature of your bath. For the 

ultimate indulgence, ilux can be controlled  

remotely and wirelessly at the touch of a button, so  

you can create a showering or bathing experience 

for every mood, every occasion. Just your perfectly 

personalised experience delivered effortlessly, 

courtesy of ilux Digital.

ILUX™

See pages 42, 43 and 44 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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ilux allows you to choose the shower to suit your mood at the touch of a button. From the 

perfect flow to the precise temperature – ilux’s intelligent lighting display will even tell you 

when your perfect shower is ready. Then step under a stunning shower head from the Options 

range and be enveloped in a luxurious water experience. Designed by you, delivered by ilux. 

Best of all, ilux remembers your pre-set personal showering preferences, no matter who used 

the shower last. And before you enjoy all that ilux has to offer, you can start your shower, 

without getting wet, with the neat wireless remote control from outside the enclosure.

If you wish to save water there is a thoughtful Pause button to allow you to interrupt the flow 

to lather hair or shave. An additional eco setting means you can be water efficient while still 

enjoying a truly sensational shower. And the ilux controls are ‘cool to touch’ so comfort and 

safety are guaranteed. The ilux Shower range includes divert and single outlet shower systems 

for the ultimate lifestyle choice.

ILUX™ SHOWER

See pages 42 and 43 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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With an ilux Digital Bath you can choose exactly how you want your bath to be. You can create three personalised 

bathing experiences and with ilux’s wireless remote control, you can even fill the bath from the comfort  

of your bedroom. Simply press one button and ilux will run your perfect bath, so you can enjoy a few more 

minutes in bed.

Make the most of your long soak with ilux Digital’s Hot Top Up. At the touch of a button you can extend your 

luxury bathing time. If you choose the divert system you can team your ilux Bath with the retractable hand 

shower from the Options range to complete the luxurious experience. It will slide effortlessly and elegantly out 

of its housing and smoothly retract back in, making bathtime, ‘me time’.

For family peace of mind the ilux Child Lock safety feature prevents little hands from filling the bath without 

permission. And with no taps in sight, your bathroom will look stylish and contemporary.

ILUX™ BATH

See pages 43 and 44 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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The elegance of HiQu Digital’s contemporary  

design combines with the intelligence of Aqualisa’s 

award-winning digital technology to deliver a 

showering or bathing experience that is as intuitive 

as it is indulgent. 

Simply press the beautifully finished control and 

HiQu begins to blend and deliver water to the  

exact temperature and flow that you wish. 

Cocooning you in the water experience of your 

dreams. Embraced and enveloped in total luxury. 

HiQu’s sophisticated looks are completed by  

the comprehensive Options range of shower  

heads and accessories, allowing you to suit  

your individual needs, indulge your personal  

tastes, and create your own perfect bathroom to 

the last handpicked detail.

HIQU™

See pages 45, 46, 47 and 48 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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From the first moment you experience the sheer sophistication of starting your perfect shower with a single 

touch, you’ll never want to shower any other way. 

The smart lighting display rotates and intuitively indicates the water temperature and flow. When the lights 

are red the water is heating up, blue it’s cooling down and when they are white and steady, that’s HiQu’s 

advanced digital processor telling you that your ideal shower is ready. So step in, relax, and enjoy the perfection 

your HiQu Digital Shower has to offer.

Whether you choose a HiQu Shower or a HiQu Digital Divert system, with the neat remote control you can 

enjoy the convenience of setting your shower running from outside the enclosure. The Digital Divert system 

offers the added bonus of allowing you to choose between two outlets to commence showering or begin filling 

a perfect bath.

HIQU™ SHOWER

See pages 45, 46 and 47 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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Indulge yourself in a truly sophisticated bathing experience at the touch of a button, 

and without a tap in sight. 

Select full, half or shallow fill – and HiQu Bath will fill your tub to the depth and precise 

temperature you choose. The intuitive lighting display will tell you when the water is flowing 

at your specified temperature. And HiQu will safely stop filling your bath when your chosen 

depth has been reached, so you can just ‘fill and forget’.

If you fancy soaking a little longer, go ahead and indulge yourself with HiQu’s Top Up function. 

It can add more hot water to bring a cooling bath back to perfection. HiQu Bath Divert can be 

accessorised with your choice of stylish hand showers for a totally co-ordinated bathroom.

For family bathrooms, place a HiQu Shower divert system over the bath and team with a bath fill, 

so that at the touch of a button you can effortlessly switch between the bath fill and shower.

HIQU™ BATH

See pages 47 and 48 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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HiQuXT is a thermostatic shower and bath shower mixer range that combines timelessly stylish looks with an 

exceptional showering experience. From its luxurious all-metal chrome finished controls to its sleek lines and 

architectural details, HiQuXT will have pride of place in any bathroom.

With HiQuXT you will enjoy a powerful, invigorating shower every time. Just team it with your choice of  

Options shower head. For low pressure gravity water systems just add an Ultimate 340 Pump to deliver a 

satisfying, drench-like showering experience.

But HiQuXT delivers more than just high-performance showering with precise temperature control, it also comes 

with a host of thoughtful features. Like the Eco Flow control for a more sustainable but no less sensational 

shower and a temperature override button for safety and peace of mind. 

The HiQuXT bath shower mixer features an integrated diverter that lets you switch seamlessly between bathing 

and showering, and can be bath or wall mounted, making HiQuXT an elegant and ergonomic choice for any 

bathroom space, large or small, new or refurbished. 

HIQUXT™

See page 48 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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Don’t let the chic, sleek looks of the futori twin-head mixer shower fool you into thinking this 

is all about sophisticated appearances. There’s more than enough practical substance to go 

with futori’s undeniable style, so you’ll enjoy nothing less than an impressive showering 

experience, whichever head you are using. 

The discreet, integrated diverter allows you to customise futori with your choice of drencher 

shower head and hand shower, which you can seamlessly switch between for your own 

personalised futori shower experience. And when you want to keep your hair dry, futori’s 

drencher head arm swivels aside to make sure it stays that way.

The thermostatic technology at the heart of futori delivers perfect water temperature and 

flow to your shower head. And for added reassurance, there’s a temperature override button 

to ensure safe family showering.

With its luxurious brass controls, everything about futori exudes quality and superior attention 

to detail. Of course, as with all our other ranges you’re free to tailor futori with your choice of 

accessories from the Options range to create the cool, classic bathroom style you prefer.

futori is suitable for high pressure, combination boiler, and boosted gravity water systems. 

And, like all the showers in the Aqualisa Premier Collection, it comes with a 5 year guarantee 

for your peace of mind.

FUTORI™

See page 49 for configuration details, codes and prices.
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Using your Premier Collection shower or bath fill

Programming ilux Shower and ilux Shower Divert
ilux Digital Shower offers four simple pre-programmable showering options, providing flow and 
temperature memory to give you the perfect shower every time. 

In addition to remembering the pre-set flow and temperature, ilux Digital Shower Divert will also 
remember the preferred shower head or bath fill at the touch of a button.

Programming ilux Bath and ilux Bath Divert
ilux Digital Bath offers three simple pre-programmable bathing options, providing temperature and bath 
depth memory, allowing you to just ‘fill and forget’. 

As well as remembering the pre-set temperature and bath depth, ilux Digital Bath Divert will remember 
flow and the preferred outlet allowing you to dedicate a pre-set to the hand shower if required.

ilux Shower and ilux Shower Divert
The ilux Shower and ilux Shower Divert controls are intuitive and simple to use. These easy to follow guidelines mean 
you can have your ilux shower system programmed and up and running in no time at all.

Innovation, simplicity and luxury are at the heart of Aqualisa’s technology and design choices for the Aqualisa 
Premier Collection. Two distinct technologies combined with the best our engineering can offer means our shower 
and bath fills will never fail to please. Elegant styling, intuitive controls and precision flow and thermostatic control 
set our digital showers apart. Whilst architectural lines, thoughtful user features and thermostatic reliability make 
our HiQuXT and futori mixers stand out from the crowd.

ilux Bath and ilux Bath Divert
The simplicity of ilux Bath and ilux Bath Divert means you can create and enjoy your perfect bath 
at the touch of a button.

1   Start/Stop button (ilux Shower) – Push to start and 
stop, it will default to the flow and temperature of the  
last shower taken. 
Start/Stop and Divert button (ilux Shower Divert) –  
Push to start and stop, it will default to the preferred 
outlet at the flow and temperature of the last shower 
taken. Push and hold and the flow will divert to the 
alternative outlet. 

2   Temperature control – Turn right or left to adjust 
temperature. Sophisticated LED lighting display  
shows water heating up, cooling down and when it  
has reached temperature.

3   Pre-set buttons – Push to select desired shower or bath  
or to programme your shower. The LED light confirms the 
pre-set has been selected. ilux Divert will also remember  
the outlet. Pre-set buttons are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.

4   Flow control – Turn right or left to increase or decrease. 
LED lights show how high or low the flow is. A green LED 
will illuminate when 'eco flow' has been reached. 

5   Pause button – Push to pause flow during  
a shower – so you can lather hair or shave.

1   Start/Stop button – Push to start or stop the water flowing. 
Divert version will default to the preferred outlet set at 
installation and will operate at the flow and temperature of 
the last bath taken. Press and hold to divert to alternative 
outlet if used with an ilux Bath Divert. 

2   Pre-set buttons – Push to start with programmed depth and 
temperature (and preferred outlet with ilux Bath Divert). 
Pre-set buttons are numbered 1, 2 and 3.

3   Hot Top Up – Select to run hot water at the highest 
temperature and lowest flow into a cooling bath for a longer 
luxurious soak. 

1    Start/Stop button – Push to start or stop the water 
flowing. Divert version will default to the preferred  
outlet set at installation and will operate at the flow  
and temperature of the last shower taken. Press and  
hold to divert to alternative outlet if used with an ilux  
Divert shower. 

2   Pre-set buttons – Push to start with programmed flow 
and temperature for shower and relevant shower head with 
ilux Shower Divert. Pre-set buttons are numbered 1, 2, 
3 and 4.

ilux Shower Remote Control
The ilux Shower Remote Control is wireless and sits in a neat 
‘holster’ which can be located wherever is convenient. It 
‘pairs’ with the controller it is to be used with and will not 
work with others. You can carry it with you and it will work up 
to 10m from the control, so you can start your shower without 
getting wet.

ilux Bath Remote Control
Like ilux Shower Remote Control, the ilux Bath Remote Control sits in a neat ‘holster’ which can be located 
conveniently and once paired with the controller, it will not work with others. You can carry it with you and it 
will work up to 10m from the control, so you could even start your bath filling from the comfort of your bed. 
Plus, it is water resistant so it will work in steamy environments. If it accidentally falls into the bath it will float 
to the surface.
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1   Start/Stop button (ilux Bath) – Push to start and 
stop, it will default to the flow and temperature of 
the last bath taken. 

  Start/Stop and Divert button (ilux Bath Divert) –  
Push to start and stop, it will default to the preferred 
outlet at the flow and temperature of the last bath 
taken. Push and hold and the flow will divert to the 
alternative outlet.

2   Temperature control – Turn right or left to adjust 
temperature. Sophisticated LED lighting display 
shows water heating up, cooling down and when it 
has reached temperature.

3   Pre-set buttons – Push to select desired bath or to 
programme your bath fill. The LED light confirms the 
pre-set has been selected. ilux Divert will also 
remember the outlet. Pre-set buttons are numbered 
1, 2 and 3.

4   Flow control – Turn right or left to increase or 
decrease. LED lights show how high or low the flow 
is. A green LED will illuminate when 'eco flow' has 
been reached. 

5   Safety-lock/Unlock buttons – ensures that  
‘little hands’ can’t adjust the temperature or  
flow if unsupervised.
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HiQu Shower and HiQu Shower Divert
HiQu Digital is as elegant as it is simple to use, whether you choose a HiQu Digital Shower or a HiQu Digital  
Shower Divert. Its intuitive, sophisticated lighting and simple controls make it the perfect choice for both  
classic and contemporary bathrooms.

HiQu Bath and HiQu Bath Divert
The stylish design, elegance and simplicity of HiQu Bath, whether you choose the bath only or 
Divert version, means your perfect bath is always available at the touch of a button. 

1  Start/Stop button (HiQu Shower) – Press button to start. 
Water will dispense at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls.  
 Start/Stop and Divert button (HiQu Shower Divert) –  
Press button to start. Water will dispense to the  
preferred outlet at the flow and temperature set by  
the controls. Push and hold and the flow will divert to  
the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature – For warmer water move lever to the right, 
cooler to the left.

3  Flow control – For higher flow move water flow lever to the 
right, for lower flow to the left.

4  LED Display

 Temperature increasing  
Light is red and it spins clockwise.

 Temperature decreasing 
Light is blue and it spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow increasing 
Light is white and spins clockwise.

 Flow decreasing 
Light is white and spins anti-clockwise.

 Flow and Temperature reached 
Light is static white.

 Divert selected 
Light will give one purple flash.

1   Start/Stop button (HiQu Bath) – Press button to 
start. Water will dispense at the temperature and 
depth level set by the controls. 

  Start/Stop and Divert button (HiQu Bath 
Divert) – Press button to start. Water will dispense 
to the preferred outlet at the flow and temperature 
set by the controls. Push and hold and the flow will 
divert to the alternative outlet.

2   Temperature – For warmer water move lever to the 
right, cooler to the left.

3   Bath depth setting – Three depth settings: shallow 
fill, half fill, full fill. Plus Top Up and Set Up modes.

4   LED Display Temperature increasing  
Light is red and it spins clockwise.

 Temperature decreasing  
Light is blue and it spins anti-clockwise.

 Divert selected 
Light will give one purple flash.

 Bath Set Up/Programming mode 
Light turns pink while programming in  
Bath Set Up mode.

  Pre-set filling mode 
Light flashes white during bath fill.

HiQu Remote Control
1   Start/Stop – Press button to start or stop.

 Divert button (Divert systems only) –  
Push and hold and the flow will divert to  
the alternative outlet.

2   LED Display

 Start/Stop  
 Flashes white until selected flow and temperature 
have been reached then light remains on solid.

 Divert  
LED will ‘blink’ once to confirm divert.

Programming HiQu Digital Bath
Press the Start/Stop button to start the water flowing. Select ‘Bath Set Up mode’, put in the plug and press 
and hold the Start/Stop button until the LED flashes purple. When the water has reached the depth you 
desire for a full fill, press Start/Stop again and the controller will remember the depth you have chosen.  
It will also automatically convert this into shallow fill and half fill depths. All you have to do is decide how  
hot or cool you want your bath, select the bath depth and press ‘Start’ for a perfect bathtime.
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Product dimensions are in mm and are for guidance only. Please refer to installation guides for installation requirements. 
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Combining luxurious styling with 
functionality and performance, 
a futori shower never fails to please. 
A built-in diverter allows you to 
switch from the fixed shower head to 
a hand shower, which sits neatly in 
the adjustable handset holder. Built 
from solid brass, the temperature 
control will stop at 38ºC for safer 
family showering. But a temperature 
override button allows you to choose 
a hotter shower if necessary.

Powered by Aqualisa’s award-winning digital technology, ilux and HiQu Digital are controlled by a compact processor 
box. The correct processor solution will be determined by the water system in your home. This small but powerful 
device blends the hot and cold water and controls the flow with digital precision to exactly the flow and temperature 
selected, regardless of the external temperature or conditions. It can be located up to 10 metres away from the 
bathing area, in the loft, airing cupboard or under the bath and delivers the perfect bath or shower every time. 

Digital processors also benefit from Aqualisa’s 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee. 

High Pressure/Combi 
Digital processor
This digital processor, which is no larger than a 
shoe box, is for use with high pressure water 
systems which can include a combination boiler 
or mains fed water. It can also be teamed with 
an Ultimate 340 Pump for low pressure or 
gravity systems requiring a powerful boost.

Gravity Pumped 
Digital processor with integral pump
Suitable for homes with low pressure gravity fed 
water systems. This digital processor integrates 
a pump to provide extra power.

Ultimate Gravity System
For optimum power on a gravity water system, the Ultimate 340 Pump* will provide the extra pressure needed when 
teamed with a High Pressure/Combi processor.

* Ultimate 340 Pump comes with a 3 year guarantee – compatible with gravity water systems only. 
Suitable for use with single outlet digital products only. A suitable universal pump (works on both positive and negative head conditions)  
will be required for use with digital divert products.
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Digital ProcessorsfutoriHiQuXT

1   Fixed head arm 
Rotates 180º.

2   Luxurious, solid brass control

3   Built-in diverter 
Can be used to select fixed head or 
adjustable hand shower.

4
  Adjustable handset holder 

Glides smoothly to required height 
with minimum effort.

5
  Temperature override button 

Set at 38ºC for safer showering. 
Can be adjusted to your preference.

6
  Temperature control

Curved,  
‘swan-neck’ 
arm shown

HiQuXT Shower
Simple and stylishly designed, HiQuXT is what you 
come to expect from Aqualisa. Precise water and 
temperature control, easy to use controls and 
thoughtful features like an ‘eco-stop’ control that 
reduces water use by up to 50% without compromising 
performance, a factory set temperature control and a 
temperature override button, mean that HiQuXT 
offers everything you need to make your modern 
bathroom complete.

Using HiQuXT Shower and Bath/Shower Mixer
1   Eco-stop button – reduces flow by 50%.

2   Flow control – twist to increase or decrease flow.

3   Temperature control – twist to increase or decrease 
temperature as required.

4   Temperature override button – set at 38ºC for safer showering  
– can be adjusted to suit local conditions.

5   Deck mounted fittings (wall mounts also available).

6   Integrated diverter – lift and twist to lock and unlock.

HiQuXT Bath/Shower Mixer
Bathing and showering just got more enjoyable thanks 
to the HiQuXT Bath Shower Divert. The divert system 
allows you to switch between water flowing from the 
spout to the shower head. No hassle and no fiddling with 
taps. Just pure, simple enjoyable bathing.
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For instance, you could simply have a single, fixed shower head. Or alternatively, if you choose the Divert version 
it’s easy to add a bath filler, adjustable shower head or handset. A Digital Diverter will then allow you to switch 
instantly between outlets with one touch.

And once you’re happy with how your shower is going to work, you’re ready for the enjoyable task of choosing 
exactly how it is going to look.

All the Aqualisa shower ranges contained in this brochure come with Options. Options is a comprehensive range of 
high quality accessories, including: drencher heads, shower arms, shower heads, hand showers, rail systems and 
bath fills. 

Think of it as a modular system that allows you to build or customise your Aqualisa shower or bath fill to perfectly suit 
your bathroom, your taste and your lifestyle.

As stylish as you desire. As luxurious as you deserve. And as unique as you are.

At Aqualisa we believe that the perfect shower experience doesn’t come out of a box, because it is unique to each 
individual. That’s why we have designed our range of showers and accessories to encourage you to immerse 
yourself in the experience of exploration and creation.

Here’s how to design your own individually tailored water experience, step by simple step. Start with the shower 
‘engine’ itself. Will it be one of our Digital Showers – ilux or HiQu? Or a thermostatic shower option – HiQuXT 
or futori?

Once you’ve selected the shower that offers the performance and functionality you want, you can choose to 
make it the heart of a single or dual outlet system.

Choose. Explore. Create.

Building a typical Digital shower system

= + +

Building a typical Digital bath system

= +

Building a typical HiQuXT shower or bath shower mixer system

= + +

Building a typical futori shower system

= + +

Select a control

These systems are examples only.  

To create your perfect system, select from our full range of controls, shower heads and accessories on pages 32-41.

Select a HiQuXT valve

Select a control Select a futori system

Select a shower head Select a shower head

Select a bath filler Select a hand shower and hoseSelect a drencher head

Select accessories Select accessories

How to build your Premier Collection system
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Choose. Explore. Create.

Make the most of your ilux or HiQu Digital bathroom by selecting the Divert version which gives you two showering 
or bathing outlets to choose from. Accessorise with the Options range and you will create a bespoke shower or bath 
fill configuration to suit your décor and lifestyle.

Select a control Select a fixed head armSelect a drencher head Select a second head and accessories

Building a typical Digital Divert shower system

+ += +

Select a control Select accessoriesSelect a shower head Select a bath filler

Building a typical Digital Divert over bath shower system

++= +

Select a control Select a bath filler Select a hand shower and accessories

Building a typical Digital Divert bath system

= + +

These systems are examples only.  

To create your perfect system, select from our full range of controls, shower heads and accessories on pages 32-41.
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ilux Digital Shower

HP/Combi ILD1001
£745.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1002
£844.00 inc VAT

ilux Digital Bath

HP/Combi ILD1005
£555.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1006
£615.00 inc VAT

ilux Digital Bath Diverter

HP/Combi ILD1015
£723.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1016
£819.00 inc VAT

ilux Digital Shower Diverter

HP/Combi ILD1011
£913.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped ILD1012
£1,012.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital Shower

HP/Combi HQD1001
£715.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1002
£815.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital Shower/  
Fixed Head Divert

HP/Combi HQD1017
£883.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1018
£983.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital Bath

HP/Combi HQD1005
£480.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1006
£540.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital 
Shower – exposed
HP/Combi 
HQD1003
£920.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped 
HQD1004
£1,030.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital Bath/Hand 
Shower Divert

HP/Combi HQD1015
£648.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1016
£744.00 inc VAT

HiQu Digital Shower/Bath Divert

HP/Combi HQD1019
£883.00 inc VAT

Gravity Pumped HQD1020
£983.00 inc VAT

ilux Digital
Contemporary design combined with advanced technology. It’s what all ilux products have in common. 
Whatever way you choose to accessorise your ilux shower or bath, you’ll enjoy all that it has to offer.

HiQu Digital
Simple, elegant design that’s easy on the eye and easy to use. Whether you choose a HiQu shower or bath, your 
senses will be treated like never before. Take advantage of HiQu Divert and help wash away the stresses of the day.

Premier Collection Controls

Ultimate 340 Pump

UL340
£480.00 inc VAT

10
35

Remote Control (optional)

HQD2001
£111.00 inc VAT
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Ceiling mounted 450mm 
easy-fit round arm  
(can be cut to length) 
OPN2008

£54.00 inc VAT

HiQuXT

HP/Combi HQXT000

£162.00 inc VAT

futori bar valve, 
shower pipe and 
curved arm

HP/Combi FTR000

£480.00 inc VAT

For use with 

OPN7001 hose only

HiQuXT

HP/Combi HQXT000BSM

£246.00 inc VAT

Wall mount fittings

525301

£13.00 inc VAT

900mm shower 
rail system 
OPN6002

£120.00 inc VAT

550mm shower 
rail system 
OPN6001

£108.00 inc VAT

900mm shower rail system 
with adjustable fixings 
OPN6003

£90.00 inc VAT

For use with OPN7001 hose only

Wall mounted 400mm 
easy-fit round arm 
OPN2003

£48.00 inc VAT

Wall mounted 450mm 
round arm 
OPN2002

£54.00 inc VAT

Wall mounted 300mm 
square arm 
OPN2004

£36.00 inc VAT

Wall mounted 450mm 
square arm 
OPN2005

£54.00 inc VAT

Ceiling mounted 
100mm round arm 
OPN2006

£30.00 inc VAT

Ceiling mounted 
300mm round arm 
OPN2007

£36.00 inc VAT

Ceiling mounted 
300mm square arm 
OPN2009

£36.00 inc VAT

HiQuXT
Whether you opt for a shower or bath shower mixer, you’ll benefit from having a well designed, 
expertly crafted chrome finished valve in your bathroom.

Shower rails
Whatever your style, taste or needs there’s a choice of well designed shower rails to choose from.

Arms for fixed shower heads
Customise your ideal shower set-up with a shower head arm. Each carefully designed to complement the Options 
accessories selected and to suit every need and taste.

futori
Built from solid brass, futori features a built-in divert which allows you to switch to a separate hand shower.

Wall mounted 300mm 
round arm 
OPN2001

£36.00 inc VAT

Options Accessory Range

Choose from a wide range of accessories to truly personalise your shower.

futori bar valve, 
shower pipe and 
straight arm

HP/Combi FTR002

£480.00 inc VAT

For use with 

OPN7001 hose only
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140mm round 
drencher head 
Chrome OPN1001

£54.00 inc VAT

200mm round 
lightweight head 
Chrome OPN1002

£132.00 inc VAT

200mm round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1004

£192.00 inc VAT

300mm thin round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1006

£330.00 inc VAT

300mm thin square 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1008

£330.00 inc VAT

250mm round metal head 
with square spray 
Chrome OPN1010

£210.00 inc VAT

365mm round flush fit 
LED metal head 
Chrome OPN1012

£1,050.00 inc VAT

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic 
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

200mm thin squoval 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1009

£300.00 inc VAT

320mm x 230mm 
thin oval metal head 
Chrome OPN1011

£240.00 inc VAT

365mm square flush fit 
LED metal head 
Chrome OPN1013

£1,050.00 inc VAT

Min pressure: 1 bar dynamic 
Max pressure: 5 bar dynamic

200mm thin round 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1005

£240.00 inc VAT

200mm thin square 
metal head 
Chrome OPN1007

£240.00 inc VAT

Fixed shower heads

Combining contemporary style with unrivalled functionality, each shower head is a triumph of design.  
No matter what style or shape you choose, you’re guaranteed a more than satisfying experience every time you shower.

Fixed shower heads

250mm round 
lightweight head 
Chrome OPN1003

£156.00 inc VAT
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120mm 5 function shower head 
Chrome OPN4001

£84.00 inc VAT

140mm thin shower head 
Chrome OPN4002

£84.00 inc VAT

110mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome OPN4003

£72.00 inc VAT

140mm drencher shower head 
Chrome OPN4004

£72.00 inc VAT

130mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome OPN4005

£84.00 inc VAT

130mm 3 spray shower head 
Chrome/Satin chrome OPN4006

£84.00 inc VAT

130mm oval 3 spray  
shower head 
Chrome/Satin chrome OPN4007

£90.00 inc VAT

Adjustable shower heads

Never has something so simple to use been so effective. Every Aqualisa shower head is fully adjustable and comes 
with a range of spray patterns so you can simply choose the shower head to suit your bathroom design and lifestyle.

Adjustable shower heads
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105mm thin hand shower 
Chrome OPN3001

£60.00 inc VAT

Slim metal hand shower 
Chrome OPN3002

£54.00 inc VAT

Curve hand shower 
Chrome OPN3003

£36.00 inc VAT

Square hand shower 
Chrome OPN3004

£42.00 inc VAT

Smooth hose

1.5m  OPN7001
£36.00 inc VAT

1.75m  OPN7008
£42.00 inc VAT

Metal 1.5m hose 
OPN7002

£36.00 inc VAT

Brass round wall outlet 
OPN7003

£24.00 inc VAT

Push-fit round wall outlet 
OPN7004

£18.00 inc VAT

Wall mounted bath spout 
OPN8001

£96.00 inc VAT

Deck mounted bath spout 
OPN8002

£96.00 inc VAT

Bath overflow filler 560mm 
OPN8003

£90.00 inc VAT

900mm waste pipe 
for larger size baths 
477502

£18.00 inc VAT

(required in addition  
to OPN8003)

Round wall mounted 
hand shower holder 
OPN7005

£20.00 inc VAT

For use with OPN7001 hose only

Round wall outlet with 
combined hand shower holder 
OPN7006

£42.00 inc VAT

For use with OPN7001 hose only

Square wall outlet with 
combined hand shower holder 
OPN7007

£54.00 inc VAT

For use with OPN7001 hose only

Deck mount 
hand shower station 
OPN9001

£124.00 inc VAT

For use with metal hose

Deck mount hand 
shower with inertia  
reel accessory pack 
OPN9002

£540.00 inc VAT

Hand showers

Slim, stylish and practical. Each hand shower has its own unique look to suit your bathroom design.

Hoses, wall outlets and hand shower holders

Complete your ideal bath or shower with your choice of accessories. Each thoughtfully designed to add the perfect 
finishing touch to any bathroom.

Bath outlets
Every detail matters. That’s why we’ve produced a range of bath outlets for 
you to choose from so that you get the look and practicality you desire.
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Designed to be desired, every Premium Collection configuration offers maximum flexibility. Whether you’re looking 
for a fixed or adjustable head, a hand shower or bath filler, there’s a configuration to suit your specific needs.

Premier Collection configuration examples

ilux Digital Divert with 900mm rail 320mm x 230mm thin oval metal fixed head and 130mm 
oval adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm oval 3 spray shower head OPN4007 £90.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
320mm x 230mm thin oval metal head OPN1011 £240.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £48.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £913.00 TOTAL £1,471.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,012.00 TOTAL £1,570.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital Divert with 900mm rail fixed 300mm thin round metal head and 140mm thin 
adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £84.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £330.00
Ceiling mounted 450mm easy-fit round arm OPN2008 £54.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £913.00 TOTAL £1,561.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,012.00 TOTAL £1,660.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital concealed with 130mm oval adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm oval 3 spray shower head OPN4007 £90.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1001 £745.00 TOTAL £1,015.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1002 £844.00 TOTAL £1,114.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital
With its contemporary looks and intelligent digital technology, every ilux configuration provides the luxurious water 
experience that you desire.

ilux Digital Divert with fixed 300mm thin round metal head and 105mm thin round hand shower
105mm thin round hand shower OPN3001 £60.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £42.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin round metal head OPN1006 £330.00
Wall mounted 450mm round arm OPN2002 £54.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £913.00 TOTAL £1,435.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,012.00 TOTAL £1,534.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital Divert with 130mm adjustable 3 spray shower head and bath fill
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £84.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £913.00 TOTAL £1,267.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,012.00 TOTAL £1,366.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital Divert with fixed 320mm x 230mm thin oval metal head and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £36.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £42.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
320mm x 230mm thin oval metal head OPN1011 £240.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £48.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1011 £913.00 TOTAL £1,315.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1012 £1,012.00 TOTAL £1,414.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%
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ilux Digital Bath Divert with slim metal hand shower and bath fill
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £54.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £18.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
Round wall mounted hand shower holder OPN7005 £20.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1015 £723.00 TOTAL £941.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1016 £819.00 TOTAL £1,037.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital Bath Divert with deck mounted hand shower with inertia 
reel and bath fill
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
Deck mount hand shower with  
inertia reel accessory pack OPN9002 £540.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1015 £723.00 TOTAL £1,353.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1016 £819.00 TOTAL £1,449.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

ilux Digital Bath with bath fill
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control ILD1005 £555.00 TOTAL £645.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control ILD1006 £615.00 TOTAL £705.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Divert with 900mm rail fixed 250mm round lightweight head  
and 130mm adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £84.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £18.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
250mm round lightweight head OPN1003 £156.00
Ceiling mounted 300mm round arm  OPN2007 £36.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £1,333.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £1,433.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Divert with fixed 300mm thin round metal head and slim metal hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £54.00
Round wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder  OPN7006 £42.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £330.00
Wall mounted 400mm easy-fit round arm OPN2003 £48.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £1,393.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £1,493.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital concealed with 140mm thin adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £84.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1001 £715.00 TOTAL £979.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1002 £815.00 TOTAL £1,079.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital
Beautifully finished and extremely practical, there’s a variety of HiQu shower configurations to choose from. Both 
the fixed and adjustable head options come in a variety of styles and designs to suit any bathroom.
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HiQu Digital Divert with fixed 365mm square flush fit LED metal head and slim metal 
hand shower
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £54.00
Square wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder OPN7007 £54.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
365mm square flush fit LED metal head OPN1013 £1,050.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £2,077.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £2,177.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Divert with fixed 300mm thin round metal head and 130mm  
3 spray adjustable head 
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £84.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £18.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin round metal head  OPN1006 £330.00
Ceiling mounted 300mm round arm  OPN2007 £36.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £1,507.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £1,607.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Divert with fixed 300mm thin square metal head and square hand shower
Square hand shower OPN3004 £42.00
Square wall outlet with  
combined hand shower holder OPN7007 £54.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin square metal head OPN1008 £330.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £54.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £1,399.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £1,499.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Bath with bath fill
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1005 £480.00 TOTAL £570.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1006 £540.00 TOTAL £630.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Bath Divert with slim metal hand shower and bath fill
Slim metal hand shower OPN3002 £54.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £18.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
Round wall mounted hand shower holder OPN7005 £20.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1015 £648.00 TOTAL £866.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1016 £744.00 TOTAL £962.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Divert with fixed 300mm thin square metal head and 140mm thin adjustable 
shower head 
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £84.00
Brass round wall outlet OPN7003 £24.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
300mm thin square metal head OPN1008 £330.00
Wall mounted 450mm square arm OPN2005 £54.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1017 £883.00 TOTAL £1,531.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1018 £983.00 TOTAL £1,631.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%
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HiQuXT with 900mm rail and adjustable 140mm thin shower head 
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
140mm thin shower head OPN4002 £84.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
PLUS
HiQuXT HQXT000 £162.00 TOTAL £402.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQuXT shower with 900mm rail and 130mm 3 spray adjustable shower head
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £84.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
PLUS
HiQuXT HQXT000 £162.00 TOTAL £402.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQu Digital Shower/Bath Divert with 130mm adjustable 3 spray shower head and bath fill
900mm shower rail system  OPN6002 £120.00
130mm 3 spray shower head OPN4006 £84.00
Push-fit round wall outlet OPN7004 £18.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
Bath overflow filler 560mm OPN8003 £90.00
PLUS
HP/Combi control HQD1019 £883.00 TOTAL £1,231.00 inc VAT
OR
Gravity Pumped control HQD1020 £983.00 TOTAL £1,331.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

HiQuXT
With many more to create yourself, HiQuXT offers a world of choice, but you might want to choose from 
two configurations, each with its own unique styling and shower head. 

futori with straight arm fixed squoval head and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £36.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
200mm thin squoval metal head OPN1009 £300.00
PLUS
futori bar valve, shower pipe and straight arm FTR002 £480.00 TOTAL £852.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

futori with straight arm fixed 200mm thin square metal head and square hand shower
Square hand shower OPN3004 £42.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
200mm thin square metal head OPN1007 £240.00
PLUS
futori bar valve, shower pipe and straight arm FTR002 £480.00 TOTAL £798.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

futori with curved arm fixed squoval head and curve hand shower
Curve hand shower OPN3003 £36.00
Smooth 1.5m hose OPN7001 £36.00
200mm thin squoval metal head OPN1009 £300.00
PLUS
futori bar valve, shower pipe and curved arm FTR000 £480.00 TOTAL £852.00 inc VAT
All prices include VAT at 20%

futori 
Offering elegance and practical design, create your futori just the way you want it. These three configurations 
should help inspire you.



Digital Shower

HiQu Digital Shower with Options 
140mm thin shower head and 
remote control (wired).

Digital Divert Shower

ilux Digital Divert with Options 
300mm thin round metal shower 
head, Options 140mm thin handset 
and remote control (wireless).

Digital Divert Shower (alternative)

HiQu Digital Divert with Options 
300mm thin square metal head, 
Options square hand shower and 
remote control (wired).

Digital Bath

ilux Digital Bath with Options 
bath overflow filler and remote 
control (wireless).
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The Premier Collection suits any home

Before planning your ideal Aqualisa bathroom, it’s important to understand how your choice of shower or bath will 
work with your water system. The following diagrams are just a few examples of different configurations, which will 
give you a good idea of how the set-up will fit around your bathroom.



Shower over bath 

HiQu Digital Divert with Options 
140mm thin shower head, 
Options overflow filler and 
remote control (wired).

Bath Divert

HiQu Digital Bath Divert with 
overflow filler, Options slim  
metal hand shower and remote 
control (wired).

futori

futori with Options 200mm thin squoval metal head and  
Options curve hand shower.

HiQuXT

HiQuXT with Options 140mm thin shower head.
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